Breadline Motorized Pressure Board (for Straightline SMP)

Improve bread moulding gently and efficiently with a new AMF motorized pressure board assembly

IMPROVE BREAD MOULDING WITH A NEW MOTORIZED PRESSURE BOARD UPGRADE KIT

- Upgrades to current AMF moulder board design for straightline moulder operation
- Belt moulding produces gradual and consistent dough shapes
- Ability to vary piece sizes via height and side adjustments
Breadline Motorized Pressure Board Upgrade Kit

KIT INCLUDES

- SEW-Eurodrive gearmotor drive and SMC pneumatic components
- Dual-air cylinder lifts for hinged-access for cleaning
- Full pneumatics kit, solenoid valve, and air preparation
- Standard mounts provided (customer responsible for field modifications / integration)
- FDA-approved materials of construction for direct food-contact
- Controls not included with kit